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Abstract. This paper is concerned with global existence, uniqueness, and asymp-
totic behavior, as time tends to infinity, of weak solutions to nonlinear thermovis-
coelastic systems with clamped boundary conditions. The constitutive assumptions
for the Helmholtz free energy include the model for the study of phase transitions in
shape memory alloys. To describe phase transitions between different configurations of
crystal lattices, we work in a framework in which the strain u belongs to L°°. It is
shown that for any initial data of (strain, velocity, absolute temperature) (uo,vo>#o) G
L°° x Wq'°° xH1, there is a unique global solution (it, v,6) £ C([0, +oo]; L°°) xC(0, +oo);
JTo1'00) fl L°°([0, +oo); W1'00) x C([0, +oo); H1). Results concerning the asymptotic be-
havior as time goes to infinity are obtained.

A new approach is introduced and more delicate estimates are derived to obtain the
crucial L°°-norm estimate of u.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with global existence, uniqueness, and
asymptotic behavior, as time tends to infinity, of weak solutions to the following system
of one-dimensional nonlinear thermoviscoelasticity:

Ut-vx = 0, (1.1)

vt-ax = 0, (1.2)

(e + W)t - (crv)x + qx = 0. (1.3)
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Here u,v,cr,e,r),6, and q denote deformation gradient (strain), velocity, stress, internal
energy, specific entropy, absolute temperature, and heat flux, respectively. We assume
that the reference configuration is the unit interval [0,1].

For one-dimensional, homogeneous, thermoviscoelastic materials, internal energy,
stress, entropy, and heat flux are given by the following constitutive relations:

e = e(u, 9), a = a(u, 6,vx), rj = r)(u, 9), q = q{u, 9,6X), (1.4)

which, in order to comply with the second law of thermodynamics expressed by the
Clausius-Duhem inequality, must satisfy

&(u, 9,0) = \j)u(u, 9), f/(u, 9) = -if>e(u, 9), (1.5)
(<r(u, 9, w) — cr(u, 9,0))w > 0, q(u, 9, g)g < 0 (1.6)

where ip = e — 9r] is the Helmholtz free energy.
The following assumptions are made on our model:
(i) The material has viscoelastic damping of rate type, i.e.,

dtp ncr = — + fvx (1.7)
ou

with constant 7 > 0.
(ii) We assume that the heat flux q is proportional to 6X:

q = —k9x (1.8)

with constant k > 0.
(iii) Concerning the Helmholtz free energy tp, we assume that

ip(u, 9) = — cv9 In9 + c\9 4- F\{u)9 + Fz(u), (1.9)

with positive constants cv,c 1 and smooth functions , F2■
(iv) Concerning Fi,F2, to include the model for the study of phase transition problems

in shape memory alloys (see Falk [7], [8]), we assume that

Fx{u) = u2, F2{u) = u6 - c2ua - c3u2, c2,c3>0. (1-10)

However, more general models with similar properties of F\, F2 can also be treated. Thus
the system (1.1)—(1.3) turns out to be

ut-vx = 0, (1-11)

Vt - {fi(u)0 + /2(«) +7^x)x = 0, (1.12)
cv9t-9fi{u)vx-'yvl-k9xx=0, (1.13)

where /1 = F[, f2 — F2, and a is given by

a = fi(u)6 + f2(u)+yvx. (1-14)

The equations (1.11)—(1.13) are supplemented by the following boundary conditions:

9X = 0, for x = 0,1, (1-15)

and

v = 0, for x = 0,1, (1-16)
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as well as by the initial conditions

u\t=o — uq, f|t=o = V0, 8\t=o = #o- (1-17)

Boundary conditions (1.15)—(1.16) physically mean that there is no heat flux through
the boundary and the rod is clamped at both ends.

To describe martensitic phase transitions between different configurations of crystal
lattices, we have to work in a framework in which u belongs to L°°. Therefore, we assume
that

(v) u0 £ L°°, vq £ Wo1'00, 90 € Hl with 90 > 0, for x £ [0,1]. Furthermore, the
compatibility conditions i>o|x=o,i = 0 are satisfied.

Before stating and proving our results, let us first recall the related results in the liter-
ature. Dafermos [5], Dafermos and Hsiao [6], and Jiang [11] proved the global existence
of a classical solution to the system of (1.1)—(1.3) for a class of solid-like materials with
stress-free boundary conditions at least at one end of the rod. The asymptotic behavior
of smooth solutions as time tends to infinity has been investigated in Luo's thesis [12]
for a special class of solid-like materials in which e = cv6 and F2 = 0. Recently, Racke
and Zheng [16] investigated the global existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic behavior
of weak solutions to the model in shape memory alloys also with a stress-free boundary
condition at least at one end of the rod. In all of these papers, a variant of Andrews'
technique used in Dafermos [5] and Pego [15] was crucial to obtain a uniform a priori
estimate on the £ 00-norm of u. However, this technique does not apply to the case where
both ends of the rod are clamped. Thus the problem of global existence and uniqueness
of classical solutions for the case in which both ends of the rod are clamped remained
open for about ten years until the paper by Chen and Hoffmann [4]. Nevertheless, we
should mention that in that paper the estimates on the solution crucially depend at least
on the Z/^-norm of initial data of u. As a result, their technique is not applicable to our
problem with u0 in L°°. In other words, to prove global existence of weak solutions, we
have to adopt an entirely different approach. Besides, the estimates of the solutions that
they obtained depended on T, an arbitrarily given length of time. Such estimates are
enough to draw a conclusion on global existence, but not enough to study asymptotic
behavior. Because of these two main difficulties, in this paper new techniques have to
be introduced and more delicate estimates have to be derived (refer, e.g., to Lemma 2.2
and Lemma 2.3 to deal with our problem.

Concerning other references in this direction, for the model in shape memory alloys,
we refer to Niezgodka and Sprekels [13] for the local existence of solutions in the weak
sense. After that paper, uniqueness and global existence were proved by Hoffmann and
Zheng [9], and by Niezgodka, Zheng, and Sprekels [14]. In the latter paper a viscous
term for the temperature is introduced for the energy equation. We also refer to Sprekels
and Zheng [18] and Hoffmann and Zochowski [10] for the global existence results for the
model in shape memory alloys with the Helmholtz free energy density being a potential
of Landau-Ginzburg form. Recently Sprekels, Zheng, and Zhu [19] obtained results on
asymptotic behavior of solutions to the Laudau-Ginzburg model in shape memory alloys.
We should also mention Andrews [2], Andrews and Ball [3], and Pego [15] for the purely
viscoelastic case.
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The notation in this paper will be as follows: Lp, 1 < p < oo, Wm'°°, m G N,
H1 = W1'2, Hq = Wo'2 denote the usual (Sobolev) spaces on (0,1); || ■ ||s denotes the
norm in the space B, || ■ || := || ■ \\L2- Ck(I,B), k G No denotes the space of fc-times
continuously differentiable functions from I C K into a Banach space B; analogously:
LP(I,B), 1 < p < oo; dt or ^ or a subscript t and dx or a subscript x denote the
derivative with respect to t and x in the distribution sense, respectively.

We now define the weak solution to the problem (1.11)—(1.13) and (1.15)—(1.17):
Definition 1.1. For any T > 0, we say that (u,v,6) being in the set (u,v,9) G

C([0, T],L°°) x C((0, T), W^1'00) n C([0, T],Hq) n i°°([0,T], Wl'°°) x C([0, T], i?1), ut G
C((0,r],L00)nL00([0,T],L00), ex e L2([0,T],H1), vt,et e L2([0,T],L2) is a weak solu-
tion to the above initial boundary value problem if Eq. (1.1) is satisfied in L°°([0, T],L°°),
and for any ip € L2([0,T], Hq), w G L2([0,T], Hl), the following hold:

/ / vtip dxdt+ / aipx dx dt = 0,
Jo Jo Jo Jo

[ [ ((cv9t - fi(u)0vx - jvl)w + kdxwx) dxdt = 0, (1-18)
Jo Jo

and the initial conditions (1.17) are satisfied.
Now we can state our main theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the assumptions (i)-(v) are satisfied. Then there exists a
unique global weak solution (u,v,6) defined above to the problem (1.11)—(1.13), (1.15)—
(1.17) with 6 > 0 for all (x,t) G [0,1] x [0, oo). Moreover, as t —* oo,

IMOH/fi -> 0, IKWII -> 0, (1.19)
10,(011 >0. \\9(t) - 0(t)\\L~ ->0, (1.20)

where 0(t) := fg 0{x,t) dx, and

|a*(i)||-0 (1.21)

where

(j i = fi(u)6 + f2(u), cr*l=a1- / o i dx, a* = a — / a dx.
Jo Jo (1.22)

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we shall get uniform a priori estimates
of solutions with smooth initial data. In section 3 we follow the idea by Andrews to
obtain global existence and uniqueness of weak solutions. The results on asymptotic
behavior are obtained in section 4 by combining the results in section 2 with a basic
lemma in analysis by Shen and Zheng [17].

2. Uniform a priori estimates. In this section we assume that initial data (uq, vq,
9q) are smooth functions. Therefore, as proved by Chen and Hoffmann [4], problem
(1.11)—(1.13), (1.15)—(1.17) admits a unique global solution. In what follows we shall
prove boundedness of
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uniformly in t. This will be done in a series of lemmata leading to the desired a priori
estimates. Letters C, Ci will denote universal constants not depending on t, but at
most on ||uo||l°°, 11 11 w1 • and H^oIIh1 of initial data. In the sequel, without loss of
generality, we assume that c„ = k = 7 = 1.

Lemma 2.1. For any t > 0, the following estimates hold:

9 >0 in [0,1] x [0,00), (2.1)

\\6(t)\\Li + \\v(t)\\2 + \\u\\is<C, (2.2)

61 v.2
(2-3)

[ \\v(t)\\2 dr < f ||w(t)IIl°° dr < C, (2.4)
Jo Jo

0<Cla< f 9{x,t)a dx < C2a, Vq 6 (0,1]. (2.5)
Jo

Proof. First, applying the maximum principle to (1.13), we find that

9(x,t) > 0, V(x,t) € [0,1] x R+ (2.6)

Next, multiplying (1.12) by v, adding the result to (1.13) and integrating with respect
to x over fi, we arrive at

A.
dt

Hence,

f (8 + F2(u) + 7jt>2) dx = 0. (2.7)
Jo

fJo
(0 + F2{u) + \v2) dx = Ei (2.8)

where E\ is a constant depending only on the initial data.
Using Young's inequality, we have

F2{u) > Cm6 - C2 (2.9)

whence

\\0(t)\\L1 + \\vm2 + \\n\\le<C. (2.10)
Multiplying (1.13) by 6~1 and integrating with respect to x yields

id I FlMdx) = l (I"1"vi)dx-°- <2-u)
Since log 9 < 6 — 1 for all 9 > 0, we obtain

(§ + y) dxdr<C + C {9-l)dx<C. (2.12)

From w(0, t) = 0 it follows that
fX fX

v{x,t) = v(Q,t) + / vy(y, t) dy — / vv{y,t)dy. (2.13)
Jo Jo
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iHTni-dTii{iye7sdx) "t

a"*) <x°fdx)dT
n1 V2-fdxdr < C.

Hence,

Therefore,

and
jfJO

[ eadx< [
Jo Jo

(2.14)

[ Mt)\\2 dr < f ||w(-r)||ioo dr < C. (2.15)
Jo Jo

From (2.11) we have

f log9dx- f Fi(u)dx> f log9® dx — f Fi(u0)dx. (2-16)
Jo Jo Jo Jo

\og0dx>-C4 (2-17)

(2.18)a f log8dx= f log9a dx >-aC^, Va€(0,1].
Jo Jo

Applying Jensen's inequality, we find that

log [ 6a dx > f logda dx > -aCi. (2-19)
Jo Jo

Therefore,

f 9a dx > e~aCi > 0. (2.20)
Jo

On the other hand, by Young's inequality,

9 dx + Ca, Vae(0,l]. (2.21)

Combining (2.20) and (2.21), we get (2.5). Thus the proof is complete. □
The following lemma plays an important role in estimating the L°°-norm of u.

Lemma 2.2. Va e (0,1] and for all t > 0, the following estimates hold:

Jo Jo + 0°) dXdT ~ (2'22)

f ll^1"0- [ 91~a dx\\2Loo dr < Ca, [ \\vx\\2 dr < Ca sup \\9\\aL00. (2.23)
Jo Jo Jo 0 <T<t
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Proof. Suppose that (2.22) holds. Then

1,2 dr[ l|01_Q- f el~adx\\]
Jo Jo

<Ca
r 1

7T" dx9a

2
dr

~Ca L Uo dx^ ̂  ̂  61~a dx ̂ dr
t rl a2

< Ca I I f _ dxdr < Ca,

(2.24)

f f ei
Jo L °1+a

I llVx(T)H2~ JQ 2 dr

4 /-1 *,2
< Ca sup ||0||2«. [ [ —-dxdr (2.25)

0 <T<t Jo io

< Ca sup ||0||2oo.
0<r<t

Therefore, it remains to prove (2.22). We divide the proof into three steps.
First, let a £ [§,§]• Multiplying (1.13) by 0~a(f^ O1"" dx)-1 and integrating with

respect to x yields

-l

°=TkU!el-"dx) si91-""*
e^dx) (flhe^vxdx+[l(0^ + v^)dx). (2.26)

However,

J /i#1 avxdx = J fi^O1 a~J adxSJvxdx + J 61 a dx^ J F\{u)dx.
(2.27)

Hence,
t / ,-1

'o wo

<

01 a do^J J f\6l avxdxdr

J (/ dx^j J fx ̂ 01_a — J 6l~a dx^j vx dx dr

+ F\ dx drf-fJo dt J0

<C [ 6l~a - f el-adx [ \u\ea/2^dxdT + C
Jo Jo L°° Jo va

s ci \y~° - n »-hlcc u'dx) * (/ <t) * (/1 ̂ dx) 'dT+a
(2.28)
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Since a 6 [|, |], we have /J #3q/2 dx < C. It follows from (2.28) and Lemma 2.1 that

J (/ 01 a dx^ J 91 afivxdxdT

( [ 6l~a — [ Ol-adx ( [ f
\J 0 Jo L°° J \J 0 Jo

2 \ 1/2 / rt f 1 v2 X 1/2
-^ctedr

J (/ 01 ac£r^ J fiO1 avxdx

< C + C (£ ||«-" - £ e>-° dr) ^ | <fe<(r)

(2.29)
< C + C

-c+cfJl%dxdr+c[([^dx)dr
-c+cL I vt'dxdT+ci (I efdxL e*{t~°)di)dT

with a small positive constant e. Therefore, it follows from (2.26) that

[f„{w^ + Vt)ixdr'C- Va e li- II- <2-3°)

Next, for a e [|, |], in a similar manner we have

-i ri
: dr

(2.31)

% + Sh <^r<C, Vae[i §]. (2.32)

Thus we deduce from (2.30), (2.26), and (2.31) that

Jo J V^1+a " &aJ L4'2

A simple induction argument yields that for any n G N, the following inequality holds:

1 1 ~• vlIfJo Jo Ql+a Qo+ ~ dx dr < C, Vq € 2n+l' 2n (2.33)

Combining (2.33) with (2.30), we conclude that (2.22) is valid for any a £ (0, |].
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Finally, we show that (2.22) holds for any a G (|, 1]. Indeed, for (3 € (0, |] we have

J 6l~a dx^j J fi6l~avxdxd,T

<c+ c [ h1-" - [ el~adx [ \u\e0,2^dxdT
JO \\ Jo L°° Jo & '

fdx 1 dr

iT) {[[VfeixiT)< c + c

<c + c( f [ 8 dx j 6>2(1~q) dxdr^j
< C.

(2.34)

Therefore, we infer from (2.34), (2.33), and (2.30) that

jl [{^+Vt)dxdT~C- Va««U]. (2 35)

Thus, the proof is complete. □
The following lemma gives a uniform a priori estimate on the L°°-norm of u and will

play a crucial role in this paper.

Lemma 2.3. For any T > 0, there exists a positive constant C depending only on the
norm of u0, v0,60 in L°° x WltOC x H1, but independent of T such that

IMIl°°([o,i]x[o,t]) < C. (2.36)
Proof. Let

oo

G(x,y,t) = e~(n*)2t gin nirx sinniry, (2.37)
n=l

which is the fundamental solution to the heat equation subject to the Dirichlet boundary
condition. Then Eq. (1.12) can be rewritten as

vt - vxx - <Tix = 0 (2.38)

with

Jo
<ji dx. (2.39)

Therefore, v satisfies the following integral equation:

v(x,t)= [ G(x,y,t)v0(y)dy- [ [ Gy(x,y,t - s)al(y,s)dyds. (2.40)
J 0 J 0 J 0
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Lei;
oc

H(x,y,t) = 1 cos n-KX cos rnry, (2-41)
n=0

which is the fundamental solution to the heat equation subject to the Neumann boundary
condition with the property Gy = —Hx. Thus, by integration by parts, we have

v* = f Gx(x,y,t)v0(y)dy - ^ J J Gv{x,y,t - s)al(y,s) dyds

-/ H(x,y,t)v'0(y)dy + J J H{x,y,t - s)crt(y, s) dy ds (2.42)

= J H(x,y,t)v'0dy + ~ J J H(x,y,t - s)<rl(y,s)dyds - u{{x,t).

Since vq 6 lV1,oc, as proved by Andrews [2], for all t > 0,

[ H(x,y,t)v'0(y) dy
Jo

< C. (2.43)

In what follows we prove that for all (x,t) 6 [0,1] x R+,

ffJo Jo
H(x,y,t — s)o{{y,s)dyds < C. (2.44)

To this end, we write

a\ = f(x, t) + g(x, t) (2.45)

with

= 9* dx^j ̂  - Jo e~** dx\ I dx (2-46)

and

Clearly,

Thus,

g(x, t) = h- J /2 dx + ̂ /i - J fi dx^j (^J 9° dx (2.47)

g 6 L°°(0, oo; ). (2.48)

nH(-,y,t- s)g(y, s) dyds
L°°

ft
<C Y,e~{nn)2{t~s)\\9hids (2.49)

n= 1
rt oo

<C Ye-W^da < C.Jo h
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Let

w = [ [ H(x,y,t — s)f(y,s)dyds. (2.50)
Jo Jo

Then w satisfies

It is easy to see that

wt - wxx = /, (2-51)

Wx|x=o,i = 0, w(x, 0) = 0. (2.52)

f w{x,t)dx= f w(x,0)dx = 0. (2.53)
Jo Jo

Hence,

— C\\wx\\. (2-54)
Multiplying (2.51) by wt and integrating with respect to x, we get

^IKI|2 +IK||2 = (/,«>t)

<^\\wt\\2 + cj u2 ̂ 9 - 6* dx^J j dx

i 2 i 1 2

— ̂Ilwtl|2 + C J u2 9* ~ J 9* dx 6* + (/ 6* dx

Jo
<\\\wt\\2 + C

<\\\wtf + C

9* - I ei dx
/ o

1 \ 3 / /•!

dx (2.55)

Leo \J 0
1

8* — I 9* dx

u dx I I / (#3 4- C) dx

Jo

dr < C. (2.56)
L°°

Hence, using (2.23) with a = 1/4, we get

||wx||2 + J \\wt\\2 dr < C J - J 9* dx
Thus it follows from (2.54) that

M|l~ ^ C> (2-57)
i.e.,

t /-i .
H(-,y,t- s)f(y,s)dyds

/o Jo
We deduce from (2.58), (2.49), and (2.45) that

rt /■!

//"<Jo Jo
y,t- s)al(y, s) dyds

< C. (2.58)
L°°

< C. (2.59)
L°°

For any T > 0, let

M = M(T)= sup |u(®,t)|. (2.60)
0<x<l, 0<t<T
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In what follows we prove that M is uniformly bounded by a positive constant depending
only on the norm of uq, vo, Oq in L°° x W1'00 x H1.

Let

q(x,t) = u(x,t) - [ f H(x,y,t- s)a\(y,s) dy ds. (2.61)
Jo Jo

Then by (1.11), (2.42), and (2.61) we have

^•(M) = -a{(x,t) + J H(x,y,t)v'0dy. (2.62)

Since uo € L°°([0,1]), we have

\q(x, 0)| = |«(x,0)| < M0 < M1/2 + M0, (2.63)

where M0 = ||mo||l~-
We now use the contradiction argument. Suppose now that for some £0 € [0,1] there

exists to G [0, T] such that

q(xo,to) >M1/2 + M0. (2.64)

Recall that because initial data are assumed to be smooth in this section, by the result
by Chen and Hoffmann [4], the solution is smooth. Therefore, the mapping t —* q(xo,t),
for this fixed xo G [0,1], is continuously differentiate. Thus this implies that there exists
t* € (0, to) such that

q(x0,f) =M1/2 + Mo, (2.65)

q(x0,t) < M1'2 + M0 for t E [O.f], (2.66)

and

(2.67)

Now (2.61), (2.65), and (2.44) imply that

u(x0,t*)>Ml'2 + M0-C. (2.68)

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the term on the right-hand side of (2.68)
is positive. Otherwise, the proof is done.

Using Young's inequality we get

f2(u) > \ub - C, Vm > 0. (2.69)

It is easy to see that

Since 9 > 0, we have

[ u6dx <M [ 9 dx < CM. (2.70)
Jo Jo

(a; - J* H(x,y,t)v'0dy^ |(xo,t.} > + M0 - C)5 - C - CM. (2.71)
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Therefore, there exists a positive constant Mi depending only on Mo and C, i.e., the
norm of uq,vq,6q in L°° x W1,00 x H1 such that if M > Mi, then

- J H{x,y,t)v'0dyj |(x0)t.) > 0. (2.72)

Combining this with (2.62) yields

^(®o.O<0, (2.73)

which contradicts the inequality (2.67). We conclude from the above argument that
either M is uniformly bounded or for all (x, t),

q(x,t) < M1'2 + M0. (2.74)

In the same manner, we can prove that either M is uniformly bounded or for all (x,t),

q(x,t) > -(M1/2 + M0). (2.75)

Hence, we conclude that either M is uniformly bounded or for all (x,t),

\q{x,t)\ <M1/2 + M0. (2.76)

We now show that if (2.76) holds, then M is also uniformly bounded. Indeed, by (2.76),
(2.61), and (2.44), we obtain

\u{x,t)\<Ml'2 + M0 + C, V(ic,t) £ [0,1] x [0,T], (2.77)

Thus by the definition of M,

M < M1'2 + Mo + C<y + i + Mo + C (2.78)

whence

M < 1 + 2M0 + 2C. (2.79)

Thus the proof is complete. □

Lemma 2.4. For alH > 0 and any a. > 0, the following estimates hold:

K||2+ [ \\vtfdr
Jo

<Cai 1+ sup ||0]|[t?+ sup \\0\\l/2J [ \\0t\\2 dr ] , (2.80)
\ 0<T<t 0<r<t V Jo I

[ Iki||2dr < Ca [ 1 + sup ||0||^toQ + \ [ ll^tll2^ ) • (2.81)
Jo \ o<r<t y Jo I

Proof. Multiplying (2.38) by — Jjj' cr* dx and integrating with respect to x yields

IK II2 = J c i dx, = (vt - vxx, - J a I dx^j . (2.82)
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By integration by parts, we easily get

~L v,dx--L ";dx

vtdx,a{ I = — ( I vdx,al I - I I v dx, a*u
(2.83)

( I 11 rlnr rr* \ — ( I dnr rr*. \
dt

where

cJit = fiOt + f[0vx + f'2vx. (2.84)

Hence, by Lemma 2.1- Lemma 2.3, for any a £ (0,1] we have

rx
v dx, cj *t I dri: a\ dx^j dr | < C + | (^J v dx, erf J j +

<C + C|M|LiK||Li+C f MlAKAv dr
Jo

<c + c(j* Ml dr") ' QT IKIli: dr) '

o Vo

< C + C

< C I 1 + sup ||0||£toQ + sup ||0||£» +
0<T<t 0<T<t

rt

"wi

rt
|l+a<C\l+oSnpJ0rLta + \l I WetVdr].

On the other hand, by integration by parts and Lemma 2.2 we have

t
Vx

<~ 2

<

Id 20 = — — +2 dt" " 11^II2-/ <J\xvt dx
Jo

IH|2 + /\*iJo
!^IM2 + IM2+ I aivxt dx.

t||2 + ||^|lii+||fx||2)dr) ' (2"85)

i; dr| < | j (vx,crl)dT^

i f ||cr*||2 dr + C f \\vx\\2 dr (2.86)
* Jo Jo

\ [ lkill2^ + c sup II^IIl~-
* Jo 0<T<t

Combining (2.82) with (2.85) and (2.86), we obtain

/ |K||2dr<C| 1+ sup PWl^ + Jf ||#t||2dr | . (2.87)
Jo \ 0<T<t \J Jo I

Now we multiply (2.38) by vt and integrate with respect to x to get

(2.88)
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Since

f a{vxtdx=^~ f cr{vxdx- [ cr{tvxdx, (2.89)
Jo dt J0 J0

we deduce that
rt ,-1

!"vxt dxdr
Jo Jo

J <TiVxdx + (/ \\vx\\2 dr^j (/ ||CTjt||2 dr<C

< c + \\\vx\\2 + c\\a{\\2 + C sup \\0\\aL'2 ( [ ll^tll2 4-ll^xll2 + ||^x||2dr)
o<r<t \Jo /

1/2

< C + j||vx||2 + C sup ||0| L"
0 <T<t

+ C sup \\0\\aL£ ( sup ll^ll^t? + sup wewl'2 + J [ \\6t
0<T<t I o<T<t 0<T<t V ^0

I2 dr

Combining this with (2.88) yields

||«x||z+ f \\vt\\2 dr < C ( 1 + sup ||0||["ta+ sup \\0\\1^J f ||#t||2 dr I . (2.91)
Jo I o<r<t o<r<t y J° ]

Thus, the proof is complete. □
Next we get uniform a priori estimates on ||ue||l°o.

Lemma 2.5. For all t > 0, we have

sup IKHioo < C (l + sup ||0||l°° + ( [ IKII2^ V (2.92)
o<r<t y o<T<t \Jo / I

Proof. It follows from (2.42) that

Vx = Jo H(x,y,t)v'0(y)dy-a! + ^ J J H(x,y,t-s)<r{(y,s)dyds

= [ H(x,y,t)v'0(y)dy - af + f H(x,y,t)a{{y,0) dy (2.93)
Jo Jo

Let
rt /»!

(2.90)

nH(x,y,t)a*ls(y,s)dyds.

C(x, t) = f f H(x,y,t - s)(7*u(y,s)dyds. (2.94)
Jo Jo

Then £ satisfies

Ct - C*z = «)t, (2.95)
C*U=0,1 = o, C(®,0) = 0. (2.96)
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It is easy to see that

f £(x,t)dx= f ((x, 0)dx = 0.
Jo Jo

Id
2 dt IIC||2 + HCc||2 — J C(a^tdx= ̂  j0 Co-1 dx~J0 faidx-

Therefore,

1/2
rt \ / rt

<C|l+ sup \\0\\)Z? + \ ||fr|| 2dT) / HCtll2 drI L°
0 <T<t

1/2

Since we also have ||ct*||2 < C + C sup ||#||l°°> we obtain
o <r<t

IICWII2 ^ 1 + SUP II^IU00 + fl+ SUP II^IIl~q + /
V 0 <T<t V 0<T<t Jo

/ ft \ 3/4
<C(l + sup ||0||2+? + / ||0t||2dr)

\ 0<r<t Jo /

t
"°t\ 2 dr

Hence by Young's inequality we can easily get

il
< C I 1 + sup

1,2 <C||Cx||||CII

(l+ sup \\efLt? + [ IIOtfdA
\ 0<T<t Jo /

(2.97)

Thus

IICII<c||Cxll, !ICIIl~<C||C*I|. (2.98)
We now multiply (2.95) by Q and integrate with respect to x to get

^IICxIl2 + IIOII2 < \\\Ct\\2 + C{\\vx\\2 + ll^lliooll^ll2 + ||0t||2). (2.99)
Thus, for any a > 0

lie,II2 + J* HCtll2 dT < C (l + max \\6\\%a + J* ||0t||2 dr) . (2.100)

On the other hand, we easily get

^IKII 2-jf ll^ll2dr

< fUtWblWdT
J 0

/ft \1/2 / ft X1/2 (2.101)
£ (IK¥dT) (lK,fdT)

(2.102)

t \7/s (2.103)
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Thus it follows from (2.93) that

||"x||l°° < C (1 4- sup ||0||l°° + sup ||CIU~)
\ 0<T<t 0<T<t J

J v,rdT)_t x7/16>
< C I 1 + sup 11^11/,°° +

0 <T<t

(2.104)

Thus the proof is complete. □
After the preparation in the above lemma, we are now in a position to obtain some

key estimates.

Lemma 2.6. For any t > 0, the following estimates hold:

n<y2+ /WJo
dr < C, (2.105)

\\0\\l°°<C, K||l-<C. (2.106)

Proof. Multiplying (1.13) by 6t and integrating with respect to x yields

|^ll0Ill2 + llfltll2 = Vldtdx + J^ fi{u)6vxA dx (2 101)

< KIMNI IM + Clkll ||^t|| II^IIl00-
It follows from estimates in previous lemmata that for a € (0,1) small enough,

[ l|0||L°°l|0t|| bx\\dr
Jo

<7 [ Ptfdr + C f\\evx\\2dr
4 Jo Jo

7 [ Pt\\2dr + C sup ll^llioo [ \\vx\
4 Jo 0<T<t Jo

7 [ Pt\\2dr + C sup ||fl||j
4 Jo 0<r<t

(2.108)
<~ 4.

<

and

|2+a
I L°° '

r ii.il HfltH ki
Jo

rt
|l°° dr

< C sup \\vx\\Loo Wvxfdr^j ||0t||2drSj
0 <T<t

7/16 / rt \ 1/2/ \ ' f rl
<C sup \\B\\a^ (1 + sup ||0||l°°+ / \\Stfdr) ( / ]|6t

o <T<t \ 0 <r<t Jo J \J 0
I2 dr

<7 / \\0t\\2dT + C (l+ sup ||0|||t?V
4 7o V 0<r<t /

(2.109)
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Combining (2.107) with (2.108) and (2.109) yields

IIM2+ [ \\0t\\2dr<c(l+ sup \\6\\%?) . (2.110)
Jo V o<T<t J

By Nirenberg's inequality, we have

I|0||l~ < c\\ox\\2'3\\e\\y? + C'\\0\\L1 < c||<y2/3 + c. (2.111)

Since a can be chosen sufficiently small, from (2.110), (2.111), and Young's inequality it
follows that

l|0x||2+ [ Pt\\2dr<\ sup \\6X\\2 + C. (2.112)
Jo 0<r<t

Taking the supremum with respect to t in both sides, we get

sup ||0X||2+ [ ||0t||2<C. (2.113)
0<r<£ JO

Estimates (2.106) follow from Nirenberg's inequality and Lemma 2.5. Thus the proof is
complete. □

Combining the results obtained in Lemmata 2.2-2.6 and using Eqs. (1.11)—(1.13), we
immediately conclude that

Lemma 2.7. For any t > 0, the following estimates hold:

KH2+ [ \\vt\\2 dr + ( \\vx\\2 dr <C, (2.114)
Jo Jo

[ ||c"i ||2 dr < C, (2.115)
Jo

f mJo
H2 ,dT<C. (2.116)

3. Global existence and uniqueness. In this section we extend an idea by An-
drews [2] to prove global existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to the system (1.11)—
(1.13) with initial data (uq, Vo, 6q) £ L°° x W() ,oc x H1. The first step is to approximate
uo,vo,0o by a sequence of smooth functions u^\ Vq"\ 6^ such that

4n) € C°°, v[q] € C0°°, ^n) € C°°, 6{0n) >0, Vx e [0,1], (3.1)

uo in L°°, Uq"' —» uo in L2, (3.2)

Vo in W01,o°, v^n) -> v0 in Hq, (3.3)

o in H1. (3.4)

Therefore, there exists a positive constant M depending only on the norm of Uq , Vq , 90 in
L°° x W1'°° x Hl such that

Huo^IU°° + llvo"'IIWq1'00 + ll^lk1 < M. (3.5)
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By the results obtained in the previous section and by Chen and Hoffman [4], for the
initial data (wg"\ Vq"\ 9^), the following problem

ut-vx = 0, (3.6)

VXx CTlx ~ O5 ^|x=0,l = (3-7)

9t - Oxx - fi0vx -v\= 0, 9X|X=0,1 = 0, (3.8)

t = 0 : u = Uq"\ v = VqH\ 9 — 9^ (3.9)

admits a unique global smooth solution (wW,t)W,SW). Moreover, for any t > 0, there
exists a positive constant R depending only on the norm of uo, vo, do in L°° x W]°° x H1,
but independent of t, n such that

||<z(n)(i)IU~ + + ll<?(n)(i)lki < R, (3-10)
H«(n)(«)IU~ + lkin)(*)IU~ < R' (3-ii)

[ \\v{n)\\hdT+ [ \\vtn)\\2dT<R, (3.12)
Jo Jo

f\\\0^Wh + Pln)\\2)dr<R. (3.13)
We now proceed to investigate convergence of the sequence (u^n\ v^n\ 9^).

Lemma 3.1. For any T > 0, there exists a constant Ct such that for all t e [0, T],

||u("») _ u(n)||2 + ||w(m) _ w(t»)||2 + ||0(m) _ ^(n)||2

< CT{\\u^ - 4n)||2 + - ^||2). (3'14)

Remark 3.2. From this Lemma one can easily get the uniqueness of weak solutions.
Proof. Multiplying (3.6) satisfied by uby u^ — u^ and integrating with

respect to x yields

1 d

Hence,

2dtH«(m) -u(")||2 < l\\u^-u^\\2 + i||w(-) _^)||2. (3.15)

||u(m)_M(™)||2<et||u(™)_w(n)||2 + et f e~T\\V<^ -v^fdT (3.16)
Jo

Similarly, from (3.7) it follows that

\jth(rn) ~ u(")|12 + l|w-m) ~ ̂ l|2 - ll^m) ~ + c^m) ~ CTi")|12' (3J7)

with cr|n' = fi{u^)9^ + /2(m^)- Thus we deduce from (3.17) that

Ut/m) _t,(»)||2+ fwv^-v^w2
t (3.1.8)

< l|vom) -uon)H2 + c [ (h(m) -u(n)||2 + ||0(m) -9{n)\\2)dT.
Jo
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By the energy method we can deduce from (3.8) that

||#(m) _ #(n)||2 -|- f ||0(">) _0W||2
Jo

< C\\e{0m) - 6>£n)||2 + C [ (||0(m) - 6»(">||2
Jo

(3.19)

+ ||2 + ||vim) - v<n)||2) dr

We infer from (3.19), (3.18), and (3.16) that

||u0") _ u(")f + ||6»(m) - 0(n)||2 + ||w(m) - <;(n)||2

< Cr (II4™1 - + ||„r - »<")f + lie'™1 - e<">||2)
+ CT [ (||w(m) - «(n) ||2 + || 0(m) - 0(n) f) dr.

Jo

(3.20)

By Gronwall's inequality, we obtain (3.14).
Prom this lemma it follows that (u^m\ v^m\ 6^) is a Cauchy sequence and there

exists (it, v, 6) 6 C([0, T]\L2) x C([0, T]; L2) x C([0, T\; L2) such that

||u(m) - u|| + ||i/m) - v|| + ||0(m) -0||—O as m —* oo. (3-21)

Combining (3.21) with (3.18) yields that for any t 6 [0, T],

/ llwim^ _ llJ dr —> 0 as m, n —+ oo. (3.22)
Jo

From (3.22), (3.19) it also follows that

[ ||#[m^ - #in)||" dr — 0 as m, n —oc. (3.23)
Jo

Furthermore, we have

Lemma 3.3. For any t e [0,T], we have

ll^-^f + ll^-^f-O as m, n —> oo, (3.24)

[ (ll^m) _ ~ II2) dr — 0 as m, n —> oo. (3.25)
Jo

Proof. From (3.7) it easily follows that

0=^ll^m)-^)||2 + H(m)-^)l|2

+ | ~ ^[n))(4m) - v^)dx (3.26)

- f\a[m) -a[n))t(vW-v^)dx.
Jo
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Thus, integrating with respect to t yields

\\vim) - vin) II2 + f ||vt(m) - v[n) II2 dr
Jo

< C(||»<:» - «£'ii2 + ii(»!m| - of")!,-oil2 + nMm) - »i"')ii2)

+ o ['(\\vlm) - »in|l|2 + lie!™' - 9,°"'II2 + ll"1™' - »w||2 + - 91"'!!2) dr
Jo

< e(ii«£r> - »£>r+ik™' - «i"'ii2+n<r> - <"'n2
+ ||<i<",>-»w||2 + ||9|m'-«("'||2)

+c [\\\v<r)-vW\\2+\\e<im)-6<r)\\2
Jo

+ ||u(m) - u{n)II2 + ||0(m) - 0(")||2) dr.

(3.27)
Similarly, we can deduce from (3.8) that

* at (3.28)
< oll^ -0tn)||2 + <?(||u(m) -w(n)||2 + ||0(m) -0(n)||2 + ||4m) -u£n)||2).

Hence,

(m) 2 dTPim)-e)ll2+ [ W
Jo

<c(||»&)-«£'f+ /'(|»Jo
(m)_u(n)||2 (3.29)

+ - v(xn) ||2 + ||0(m) - 0{n) ||2) dr) -» 0 as m, n oo.

Combining this with (3.27) and applying Gronwall's inequality yields that for any t €
[0,T],

||4m)-4n)H2+ [ lkt(m) -v(tn)\\2 dr ^ 0 as to, n —> oo. (3.30)
Jo

Thus the proof is complete. □
We can deduce from (3.30), (3.22), (3.21), and (3.7) that V<^ € L2([0,T]; Hq),

0 = f f v[n^ipdxdt+ f f (v^ + a[n^)ipx dxdt
Jo Jo Jo Jo

—> / / vtipdxdt+ / / (vx + ai)ipxdxdt. (3.31)
Jo Jo Jo Jo

Let w e L2([0,T]; H1). Then in the same manner we deduce that the following holds:

o = [T [\e[n) - - (vW)2)wdxdt+ [T f e^Wxdxdt
Jo Jo Jo Jo

—> f ( (0t — f\6vx — vl)wdxdt 4- f f Oxwxdxdt. (3.32)
Jo Jo Jo Jo
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It follows from

u(")(f) = u(0n) + f v^Ut (3.33)
Jo

and from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 that the limit functions u,v,6 also satisfy Eq. (3.6) in the
distribution sense. Therefore, in order to show that the limit functions u, v, 8 are a weak
solution to our problem, it remains to prove

Lemma 3.4. For any T > 0,

ueC([0,T}-,L°°), v £ C([0,T]; Wq'00), 9 £ C([0,T]; H1). (3.34)

Proof. By (3.13) we deduce that there is a subsequence of u^n\v^ weakly star con-
vergent to u,v in L°°([0, T]\L°°) x L°°([0,T]; W1,0°). Thus we have u £ L°°([0, T]; L°°),
and by (3.6), ut £ L°°([0,T\; L°°). Thus, u £ C([0,T]; L°°). It easily follows from Lemma
3.1, Lemma 3.3 that 0 £ C([0,11]; if1). It remains to prove that v £ C([0, T]; W01,o°). By
Green's formula, we still have

vx = f H(x,y,t)v'0{y)dy+ f H{x, y, t)a*(y, 0) dy - a\(x, t)
Jo Jo (3.35)

fi+ H(x,y,t-s)als(y,s)dyds.
Jo Jo

It turns out from the smooth property of the heat equation that the first three terms
on the right-hand side of (3.34) belong to C([0,T]; L°°). The last term on the right-
hand side satisfies (2.95)-(2.96). Since a\t belongs to L2([0,T]; L2), from the standard
result in parabolic equations it follows that the last term belongs to C([0,T]; if:) C
C([0,T\;L°°) (n = 1). Thus the proof is complete. □

Remark 3.5. Since all constants in all uniform a priori estimates in section 2 depend
only on the L°° x Wl'°° x if1 norm of (u0,v0,60), it is easy to see that all estimates in
section 2 still hold for weak solutions.

4. Asymptotic behavior. In this section we shall prove the results on asymptotic
behavior of solutions given in Theorem 1.2. A convergence symbol »" is to be under-
stood as t —> oo. We shall make use of the following basic lemma from Shen and Zheng

[17]:
Lemma 4.1 ([17]). Suppose y and h are nonnegative functions on [0,oo), y' is locally
integrable, and y, h satisfy

Vt > 0 : y'(t) < Aiy2(t) + A2 + h(t), (4.1)

VT > 0 : f y(r)dT<A3, f h(r) dr < A4, (4.2)
Jo Jo

with A\, A2, A3, A4 being positive constants independent of t and T. Then for any r > 0

Vt > 0 : y(t + r) < + A2r + A^j eAlM. (4.3)
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Moreover,

lim y(t) = 0. (4.4)
t—»oo

Lemma 4.2.

IkWII^-O, (4.5)
IKII -»0, ||cr*|| —> 0. (4.6)

Proof. Multiplying (2.38) by - a*t dx and integrating with respect to x yields

I^KII2 = (vt>~ [ °itdx) + (-vx,cru)2 at Jo (4.7)
<C(M2 + |M2 + ||0t||2).

Prom Lemmata 4.1, 2.7, and 2.6 it follows that

KT-0. (4.8)
To prove ||vx|| —> 0, we take the expression (3.35) of vx into consideration. It is easy to
see that the first two terms on the right-hand side converge to zero in L2 as time tends
to infinity. By (4.8), the third term also converges to zero in L2. Let the last term be
Then £ satisfies (2.95)-(2.96). We easily deduce that

^K»2 + K-llJs«f + K,f (49)
<C£||C*||2 + C(|M2 + ||0t||2).

Choosing e small enough and applying Lemma 2.6, Lemma 2.7, we get

f\\a2dr<C f \\C,x\\2dr<C. (4.10)
Jo Jo

Combining (4.9) with (4.10) and applying Lemma 4.1 yields (4.5). The second one in
(4.6) follows from the first one and (4.5). Thus the proof is complete. □

Lemma 4.3.

ll**(f)ll-0, (4.11)
||0(t)-0(i)||LOO-O. (4.12)

Proof. Since

^H^ll2 + H^H2 = j v2Jtdx + J fx {u)00tvx dx

— 2II ̂112 + ll^lli00 ll^ll2 + c\\vx\\~,
(4.13)

Lemmata 2.6, 2.7, and 4.1 yield (4.11). By the Poincare inequality and (4.11), we
conclude that

\\0(t,-)-8(t)\\L~ < C||0.(*)||-> 0. (4.14)
Thus the proof is complete. □
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